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2023 Heartland Cyclone 4014C $99,995
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Description Description 2023 Heartland Cyclone 4014C, Heartland Cyclone toy hauler 4014C
highlights: Two Full Bathrooms Front Master Suite Dual Entry Doors Grill N Chill
Two Lofts This toy hauler with two full bathrooms is a clean decision! You can
prepare delicious home cooked meals for everyone in the fully equipped kitchen
with a flip-up countertop to add more prepping space, plus there is a hutch to
store your dishes. Gather together at the free standing dinette or at the split bench
seating below the electric queen bed in the 14' garage. The garage also has a
bathroom with a neo-angled shower so mud doesn't get tracked throughout the
rest of the unit and two loft areas for extra sleeping space. With two awnings, you
are sure to stay protected rain or shine and one of the awnings even protects the
Grill N Chill three burner griddle combo. Enjoy a good night's rest on the tilting
king bed slide, keep your clothes looking their best with the front wardrobe and
area prepped to add an optional washer and dryer, and have easy access to the
dual entry bathroom! Satisfy your wanderlust with a Heartland Cyclone fifth wheel
toy hauler! You won't have to sacrifice any luxury either with indulgent features
like the king bedroom suite with a "swift space" work station that pulls out from
the dresser, a Stor-Mor three-sided access to the basement with 30% more
storage capacity, and Step Caddy folding patio step for better stability as you
enter or exit the patio. The industry first Grill and Go 25" residential pull out 3
burner griddle combo comes on models with an exterior kitchen for an easier
cooking experience. Full height shaker cabinetry provides 25% more storage
space so you can bring more camping necessities with you. If you like to dry
camp longer then you will appreciate the industry's largest 150 gallons fresh
water tanks. Come find the perfect model for you today! Bish s RV - Idaho Falls,
Idaho has a huge selection of Travel Trailers, Fifth Wheels, Truck Camper s, Toy
Haulers, Class A Motorhomes, Class B Camper Vans, and Class C Motorhomes.
All these RVs are priced to sell. Be sure to ask about our Purchase with
Confidence Guarantee to ensure you are receiving the best RV buying experience
in East Idaho and surrounding areas like Rexburg, Rigby, Blackfoot, & Pocatello.
Affordable prices on all new and used RVs only at Bish s RV of Idaho Falls. Sleeps
7 Slideouts 3

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 69277
VIN Number: 5SFCG4736PE523789
Condition: New

Item address 3855 N 5th E, 83401, Idaho Falls, Idaho, United States
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